
Oil

On the crude oil market, we saw a downwards adjustment yesterday. Despite the OPEC decision to increase production cuts early next 
year, the market is set to remain well-supplied as the US will likely continue to increase production. The Brent front month contract 
closed yesterday at 63,72 USD/bbl, down 0,62 USD/bbl for the day. The market appears to rebound slightly Thursday due to new data 
increasing a minor decline in US inventories. 

Gas
European gas prices continue to fall. Yesterday, the NCG Cal-20 contract edged down another 0,30 EUR/MWh, closing at 14,77 EUR/
MWh. The contract has now dropped a massive 15 % since late November and it looks very likely that the market could decrease further 
in the coming time, as Europe remains heavily oversupplied. 

Coal
We have now seen falling prices for eight straight days on the European coal markets and the benchmark contract has fallen close to 
10 % in less than a month. The market remained bearish due to mild weather across the continent, and the fierce competition from gas 
adds to the downside. Nothing suggests the market should not drop further today. 

Carbon
The European carbon emission market traded sideways most of Wednesday, before falling late in the day. The benchmark contract 
closed at 24,48 EUR/t, and this could offer bearish support to the power markets today. Thursday, much focus will be on the parliamen-
tary election in the UK, which could be decisive for the planned Brexit in January. 

Hydro
The Nordic weather forecasts remain mild as long as the eye goes. Temperatures are expected 3-4 degrees above average throughout 
the next two weeks, where precipitation amounts are meanwhile expected just around seasonal average. The forecasts should add 
bearish support the Nordic power market Thursday morning. 

Germany
Another day with losses across the fuel markets caused a bearish day on the German power market as well. The market did not fully ac-
count for the late losses on the carbon market, and it therefore seems very likely that we see another downwards adjustment Thursday. 
Like in the Nordic area, temperatures in Germany are expected well above average during the next two weeks. 

Equities
There were no major fluctuations on the stock markets yesterday. We saw a wait-and-see sentiment ahead of the interest meeting in 
the US Fed last night and ahead of today’s British election. At the end of the day, the S&P 500 Index did however rise 0,29 % and we 
could see another upturn on the European markets Thursday. 

Conclusion

For a third straight day, we saw more or less sideways trading on the Nordic power market yesterday. The Q1-20 and the YR-20 con-
tracts closed at 40,80 EUR/MWh and 35,65 EUR/MWh respectively. The market has appeared reluctant to trade further down despite 
continuous losses on the German power market and on the fuel markets. Thursday however, we expect the market to return to the 
bearish sentiment due to the mild forecasts and the late losses yesterday on the carbon market. 
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10-dec 40,30 40,88 41,54 41,96 46,64 41,68 40,98 January 41,13 42,45 43,05 43,30 47,55 41,28 41,05 January 42,79 38,45 90,22

11-dec 37,74 37,88 33,30 37,22 33,37 38,34 36,34 Q1-20 41,83 42,78 41,98 43,05 46,80 41,20 40,80 Q1-20 43,08 38,61 0,00

12-dec 44,58 44,64 43,05 44,19 43,47 38,90 38,46 2020 41,83 42,65 37,05 38,90 42,95 36,05 35,65 2020 44,13 38,24 0,00


